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"ADDITION" THEOREMS FOR SOME ^-EXPONENTIAL AND 
^-TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS 

S. K. Suslov 

ABSTRACT. We derive g-analogs of addition theorems for some g-exponential and 
^-trigonometric functions. 

1. Introduction 

Exponential and trigonometric functions can be introduced on the basis of the simple 
second-order differential equation 

(TU" + \U = 0 (1.1) 

where a and A are constants. If A/a = — a2, solutions of (1.1) are 

«i = eax = f;^, u2 = e-a*, (1.2) 
fe=0 

u3 = ea(x+y\ U4 = e-a^+y\ (1.3) 

us = cosh ax = i (eax + e""1),        u6 = sinh ax = i (eax - e'01*), (1.4) 

U7 — cosha(x + y), u% — sinha(x + y). (1.5) 

When A/cr = a;2, solutions of (1.1) are related to trigonometric functions 

u\ = e%lJJX = COSLJX + zsina;a:, U2 = e~lu;x = cosux — ismux, (1.6) 

^5 = cosu;#, i^e = sina;rr, (1.8) 

u? = cosoj(x-\-y)) us = smuj(x + y). (1.9) 

A second-order differential equation may have only two linearly independent solu- 
tions. This leads in a natural way to classical addition theorems for the exponential 
and trigonometric functions. For example, from (1.2) and (1.3), 

ealx+y) = Aeax + Be-ax (L10) 

where A and B are some constants independent of x.   Differentiating (1.10) with 
respect to x, 

ea(x+y) = Aeax _ Be-ax ^ ^^ 
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12 SUSLOV 

and, therefore, 

e<*(x+y) =Aeax. (1.12) 

Letting x = 0, one gets A = eay and, finally, arrives at the addition theorem for the 
exponential function 

e*(x+y) = eaxeayt ^^ 

One can prove (1.13) by direct series manipulations with the help of the binomial 
theorem. Another well-known fact is that the exponential function eax is the only 
measurable solution of the functional equation 

f(x + y) = f(x)f(y). (1.14) 

Similar arguments lead to addition theorems for trigonometric functions 

cosuj(x + y) = cosuxcosujy — sinu^sina;?/, (1-15) 

smuj(x + y) = sinuxcosuy+ cosLJXsmujy. (1-16) 

There is a great deal of interest these days in ^-analogs of important classical for- 
mulas. A few g-analogs of exponential and trigonometric functions are known. F. H. 
Jackson's q-analogs of the exponential function were studied in detail (see [9]) and 
have been found useful in many applications (see, for example, [8, 12] and references 
therein). Some new ^-exponential and ^-trigonometric functions were introduced re- 
cently [10, 15] (cf. also [6], and see [15] for a nice review). In the present paper 
we discuss these new ^-exponential and ^-trigonometric functions on the basis of a 
difference analog of (1.1). We derive ^-versions of the addition theorems (1.13) and 
(1.15)-(1.16) for these functions. It is worth mentioning that more g-analogs of expo- 
nential functions and some of their extensions have appeared as kernels of g-Fourier 
transformations in [2, 3, 4, 16]. 

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss a general ^-difference 
analog of the differential equation (1.1) and find its solutions. The analog of the 
exponential function on g-quadratic lattice is introduced in Section 3 where we give 
the first proof of an "addition" theorem for that function. The corresponding q- 
trigonometric functions are studied in Section 4. An important special case of q- 
linear grids is discussed independently in Sections 5 and 6. In Section 7 we derive a 
general product formula for g-exponential functions on ^-quadratic grids. This gives 
an alternative proof of the "addition" theorems. The special case of the linear lattice 
is discussed in Section 8. Here the addition theorem has the usual form (1.13), and 
we transform the "difference" exponential function to the classical one. We close the 
paper by considering an application of the "addition" theorem in Section 9. 

2. The difference equation and its solutions 

The difference analog of (1.1) on nonuniform lattices is 

a*(pf!l)+Xu{z) = 0 (2.!) 
where 

x(z) = dq-* + C2qz,        xi(z) = x (z + |) , (2.2) 
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a, A, Ci, C2, and q are constants, and A/(z) = V/(^ + l) = f(z + \)-f(z). Equation 
(2.1) is the simplest case of the general difference equation of hypergeometric type on 
nonuniform lattices (see [14, 18] for details). 

Solutions of difference equations of hypergeometric type can be found by the ex- 
tended power series method [6]. The most general formal "power series" solution of 
(2.1) has the form 

n/2   r / ^       -1 \ l (n) 

n=0 

where 5 is an additional "free" parameter, 

(2.3) 

ak/2 _ a-k/2 
7(n)! := 7(1)7(2) • • • 7(n),        iW ■= ^1/2 _ %_1/2 , (2-4) 

and the "generalized power" is defined as 

n-l 

[x(z) - x(v)](n) := JJ [x(z) - x{v - k)]. (2.5) 
fc=0 

Using the difference-differentiation formula [18] 

-^ [x(z) - x(v)]M = 7(n) [x(z) - x(v - l/2)]("-1) (2.6) 

where Sf(x) = f(z +1/2) — f(z — 1/2), one can show that the series (2.3) satisfies the 
equation 

8u(z, 
Sx(z ̂ -H)1" «<«.■)■ <«> 

Applying the operator 5/5x(z) one more time, one gets (2.1). 
The "even" and "odd" parts of (2.3), 

*+(*'5) = E ^f[a;(z)" ^ + * - Va)]^, (2.8) 

both satisfy equation (2.1) as well. Also, 

(2.9) 

Su+(z,s)      (   AN172      ,     . 5tt_(z,a)      /   AV/2      .     , .onft. 

Solutions (2.3), (2.8)-(2.9) can be represented in terms of basic hypergeometric 
series. Indeed, 

"(2.11) 
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or 

[x{z)-x{s + k-l/2)fk) 

= (<?iC2)
fc q-k2 (qV2+z-a, qV2-*+;iiql/2+*+; q1'2''-'/^, q)   , (2.12) 

and 

{x{z)-x{s + k)fk+l) 

= [x{z)-x{s)] (C1C2)
feg-fe(fc+1) (ql+'-,q1-z+'tliq1+s+;q1-'-'/n;q)k 

(2.13) 

where /x = C2/C1. 
We follow the notation for ^-shifted factorials of Gasper and Rahman [9] 

n-l 

(a; q)0 := 1, (a; q)n := JJ (l - aqk) , (2.14) 
k=0 

m 

(ai, a2, • . • , flmj ?)n := U^/; 9)n- (2-15) 
Z=l 

Here n = l,2,...,oroo, when \q\ < 1. The basic hypergeometric series is defined by 

/AN /ai,a2,...,ar \ 

_ V^ (Ql)fl2>--->flr;g)n  //    j\n   n(n-l)/2\1+*-r /-n ^ ^g\ 

^ (g,6i,...,6fl;g)n 

See [9] for details. 
Solution (2.3) is the sum of two 4^3's, 

/gl/2+.-.>9l/2-.+.>Ml/2+»+.>gl/2-.-7A1               AC1C2(l-g)2A 
U(Z' S) = 4¥'3 ^ -q,  f,  -fl* '  * ^ ) 

~i1/2 

+ ' (-£)       [^-rrW] 

x ^ ( _,, g3/2) _g3/2 ; 9.       ^17^     J • 

(2.17)- 

Both 4(^3's converge absolutely when |CiC2(l - g)29~1^2A/cr| < 1. Analytic continu- 
ation of (2.17) will be discussed in Section 7. 

3. Analogs of exponential functions on ^-quadratic grids 

Function (2.17) may be considered as a general g-analog of the exponential function 
on g-linear and g-quadratic grids. Let us specify parameters in a convenient way and 
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introduce 

Sfay) :=£q(x,y;a) 
OO -2 n2/4 

(Q^2;q2)oo^0(q]q)n 

(^;g2)o< 
(qa2;q2)c 

4<P3 

' _qii2eie+iv^ _qii2eie-iv^ _qi/2eiv-ie^ _qi/2e-ie-v 

-«, q1/2, -q1'2 
; q^ OL 

f?^U + I zr— 1 a (cos 6 + cos ip) 
\i-qj 

X4^3 
' -qeM+tv, -qeie-i(p, -qeiip-i6, -ge"^"^ 

-«, fl8'2, -93/2 
; 9, a (3.1) 

as the g-version of ea^x+y>} on a g-quadratic grid. Here x = | (gz + g-2) = cos^, 
^ = eie, and y = | (9s + 9~s) = cos<p, gs = e*^. We assume that |a| < 1. One can 
see that 

lim £2 fa?»y; 2a (1-g)    =e' _ pa(a:+2/) (3.2) 

With a diflFerent normalization, these functions were introduced originally by Ismail 
and Zhang [10], 

00     7n
2/4 
 " ""      "      '"     "    * (3.3) E^x, a, 6) := ^ -^ (aqW*e», aq^^e^ q)    b« 

=   4^3 
-9, (r1/2, -91/2 

; 9, a262 

(^ J b (l-2acosi9 + a2) 

X4^3 
' a" V, a^qe-MtaqeP, aqe-ie 

-q, q3/2, -qS/2 
; «, a^    . 

Their definition corresponds to the following choice of parameters in (2.17): Ci = 
C2 = 1/2, fji = l,qs = a,qz = eie, and X/a = -4q1/2(l - q)-2a2b2. Comparing (3.3) 
with (3.1), one gets 

(a2;<72)c 
«,(coB«looBWa)=(<raa;g2)e 

Ismail and Zhang also proved that 

£q (cos flj-e^.ae-*) (3.4) 

lim £g (rr; a, 6(1 — ^)) = exp ((1 + a2 — 2ax) b) 
q->l- 

(cf. (3.2)). Ismail and Zhang expanded the £q in terms of "g-spherical harmonics" [10], 
and later, together with Rahman [11], they extended this g-analog of the expansion 
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formula of the plane wave from g-ultraspherical polynomials to continuous g-Jacobi 
polynomials. 

Another choice of the parameters in (2.17) was discussed by Rahman [15]. 
Let us also consider the special case of (3.1) (or (3.3)), 

£(x) := £q(x; a) = £q(x, 0;a) (3.5) 
/   2     2\ 00       n2/4 

(902;r)oo ^ {q\q)n V /n 

(qa2;q2) OO 

-qe™,-qe-™    2     ^ 

7l/4\ (-q2e2ie, -q2e-2ie /2g1/4\ w    ,    ^ „ 

93 

as the g-analog of eOLX. 
The following properties hold: 

^(0,0;a) = ^(0;a) = l, (3.6) 

£q{x,y',a) = £q{y,x',a). (3.7) 

The functions £(x,y) and £(x) both satisfy the equation 

5u     2g1/4 
a u, (3.8) 

5x      1 — q 

which is the q-version of 

Jf_ ea(x+y) _ a ea(x+y) ^ 
dx 

Our next aim is to prove the following version of the addition theorem for the 
^-exponential functions (3.1) and (3.5). 

Theorem 3.1. 

£{x,y) = £{x)£{y). (3.9) 

Proof. Functions £(#, y), £(#), and £(—x) satisfy the second-order difference equation 

W = \—q
a)U- (3-10) 

Therefore, 

£{x, y) = A £(x) + B £(-x) (3.11) 

where A = A(z, s) and B = B(z, s) are, generally speaking, some functions of period 
1 in z. Applying S/Sx(z) to both sides of (3.11), 

£(x,y) = A£(x) -B£(-x), (3.12) 

or 

£(x,y) = A£(x). (3.13) 
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By their definitions, functions £(x,y) and £{x) have the natural period T = 2'Ki/logq 
in z, so 

A(z,8) = 

is a doubly periodic analytic function in z. 

S(x) 
(3.14) 

-1/2 

Im z 

in /log q-1 

1/2 
Re z 

ITT I log # 

FIGURE 1 

When a -» 0, 5(x) = l+0(a), and, therefore, for sufficiently small |a|, the function 
£{x) does not have zeros in the parallelogram in Figure 1. Thus, A(z, s) is an entire 
doubly periodic function that is a constant by Liouville's theorem. One can find this 
constant by choosing x = 0 (or 6 = 7r/2) in (3.13). This results in (3.9). □ 

In Section 7, we shall give another proof of (3.9). 
In the proof of Theorem 3.1, we have en route established the following fact. 

Corollary 3.2. The function u = £{x^y) is the only analytic solution of the difference 
equation (3.8) on the q-quadratic lattice x = \{qz + q~z) which satisfies the initial 
condition u{Q) = £{y) and does not have poles in the parallelogram in Figure 1. 

Proof. Suppose that u = u{x,y) is some solution of (3.8) satisfying the above hy- 
potheses. Then, in the same manner, 

u{x,y) = A£{x) (3.15) 

where A is a constant. Letting x = 0, we obtain 

u(x,y) = £(x) £(y) = £(x,y) (3.16) 

by (3.9). □ 
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As we already have mentioned in the Introduction, the function exp(aa:) is the only 
measurable solution of (1.14). Solutions of the functional equation (3.9) are, obviously, 
not unique. But the following result may be considered as a characterization of the 
^-exponential function (3.1). 

Theorem 3.3. The function £(x,y) is the only analytic solution of the partial differ- 
ence equation 

SF(x,y) _SF(x,y) 

on the q-quadratic lattices x = ^(qz + q~z) and y = | (qs + q~s) of the form 

F(x,y) = f(x) f(y),        /(0) = 1, (3.18) 

provided that the function f(x) does not have poles in the parallelogram in Figure 1. 

Proof Substituting (3.18) into (3.17) gives (3.8) for the function f(x) where a is a 
constant of separation of variables. But the only solution of this equation satisfying 
/(0) = 1 under the conditions of the theorem is £(x) (cf. Corollary 3.2 when y = 0). 
This gives F(x, y) = £{x, y) by (3.18) and (3.9). □ 

4. Analogs of trigonometric functions on g-quadratic grids 

Let a = iu) in (3.1). Then 

£q(x,y;iuj) = C(x1y) + iS(x,y) (4.1) 

where 

C(x,y)-Cq(x,y]uj) (4.2) 

(-uj2- a2) ( -q1'2?****, -q1'2?9-**, -q1'2?*-*9, -q^e^9-^ 2 

(-W2;?)*        \ -q, q1'2, -q1'2 

and 

S(x,y) := Sq(x,y;u;) (4.3) 

(-qoj2;q2)oo 1-q 
u (cos 6 + cos ip) 

/ -qe"**, -qe"-**, -qe'*-*9, -qe^9^ \ 

are the q-versions of COSUJ(X + y) and sin a; (a; + y), respectively. Indeed, 

lim_ Cq I x, y; - u (1 - q)) = COSUJ(X + y), 

lim_ Sq(x,y; - u (1 - q)) = sinuj(x + y). 

In the special case y = 0 (tp = ir/2) of (4.1)-(4.3), we get 

£q (a?; iu) = C(x) + iS(x) (4.4) 
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where 

C(x) := Cg(x; u) = Cq{x, 0; w) (4.5) 

2V11 ; 92. -w2 

(-gw2;?2)^ I g 

and 

S{x) := Sq(x; w) = Sq(x, 0; u) (4.6) 

(-^2;g
2)oc   y/* .        /-g

2e2i9,-g
2e-^    2        2\ 

are analogs of cosa;a: and sina;x, respectively [6, 10]. 
The g-trigonometric functions (4.2)-(4.3) and (4.5)-(4.6) satisfy the difference- 

differentiation formulas [10] 

S 2a1/4 

±C(x,v) = -f—u,S(x,v) (4.7) 

and 

6 2a1/4 

-S(x,y) = ^uJC(x,y) (4.8) 

which are the g-analogs of 

— COSUJ(X + y) = —UJ sina;(x + y),        — sina;(x + y) = UJ cosu{x + y). 
CLX CLX 

The following q-versions of addition theorems (1.15)-(1.16) are valid. 

Theorem 4.1. 

C(x, y) = C(x) C{y) - S{x) S(y), (4.9) 

Six, y) = S(x) C(y) + C(x) S(y). (4.10) 

Proof. The analog of exp (iu>(x + y)) = exp (iux) exp (iwy) is 

fq(a;,2/;iw) = £q{x;iu)£q{y;iu). (4.11) 

Substituting (4.1) and (4.4) in (4.11) one gets (4.9)-(4.10). □ 

Some special cases of (4.9)-(4.10) are 

C{x,x) = C2(x)-S2{x), (4.12) 

S(x,x) = 2S{x)C{x), (4.13) 

C(x,-a;) = C2(x) + 52(:E)) (4.14) 

and 

C{x, -x) + C{x,x) = 2C2{x), (4.15) 

C(a;, -x) - C(x, x) = 252(x), (4.16) 
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which are the analogs of the well-known trigonometric identities 

cos 2ux = COSUJX — sina;#, (4.17) 

sm2a;a: = 2sina;# cosa;a;, (4.18) 

cos2 wx + sin2 wx = 1, (4.19) 

and 

1 + cos 2ux = 2 cos2 ux,        1 — cos 2u;x = 2 sin2 UJX, (4.20) 

respectively. One can see that C(x, —x) is not a constant, which is what we get in the 
classical case, but is a nonnegative function due to (4.14) if C(x) and S(x) are real. 

5. Some ^-exponential and g-trigonometric functions on g-linear grids 

Taking the limit C2 -> 0 with Ci = 1 and a2 = g~"1/2(l - q)2 X/cr in (2.17), one can 
introduce 

e(x,y) :=eq{x,y',a) (5.1) 

a    ,        N        {-qx/y,-qy/x,0 \ 
+ j-^ (x + y) 3^3 I   _^ ^/^ _^3/2 \q,-aqf xy\ 

as the g-version of ea(x+2/) on the g-linear grid. This function has recently appeared 
in [15]. Also, 

e(x) := eq(x; a) = eq(x, 0; a) (5.2) 

= ipi r   ; g2, -^^Vj + Y^-a: ^1 f   ; g2, -a2g3/Vj 

is a g-version of e0^, see [6, 7, 15]. 
In the next section, we shall give a direct proof of the following "addition" theorem 

found by Rahman [15] in the case of the g-linear lattice. 

Theorem 5.1. 

e{x,y) = e{x)e{y). (5.3) 

This theorem also can be proved on the basis of the difference equation in the same 
manner as Theorem 3.1. Analogs of Corollary 3.2 and Theorem 3.3 are valid. 

Letting a = iu in (5.1)-(5.2), one gets 

£q(x, y; iu) = c[x, y) + is{x, y) (5.4) 
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where 

c(x,y) :=cq(x,y]u;) (5.5) 

'-q1,2x/v,-q1/2v/x,0 
= 3"?31 -,,^-^2      '^^^J 

and 

sfay) := sq(x,y;w) (5.6) 

w    , , f-qx/y,-qy/x,0 \ 
= —q(

x + y) 3^3 (^ _ft g3/2) _g3/2; 9, « 9 ' *»J 

as g-versions of cos a; (a: + y) and sin a; (a; + y) on ^-linear grids, respectively. 
In the same manner, 

eq(x; iu) = c(x) + is(x) (5.7) 

c(x) := c9(a:;a;) = cq(x, 0;a;) (5.8) 

= mL; q2,u2q1/2x2 

s(x) := sq(x',uj) = Sg(a;,0;a;) (5.9) 

^ -aiPi ( 3; q2,u2q3/2x21 

where 

and 

are the ^-analogs of coscja; and sina;a; [13]. 
As a consequence of Theorem 5.1, we have the following "addition" formulas for 

^-trigonometric functions (5.5)-(5.6) and (5.8)-(5.9). 

Theorem 5.2. 

c(x, y) = c(x) c(y) - s(x) s(y), (5.10) 

8(x,y) = s(x)c(y) + c(x)s(y). (5.11) 

Special cases of these relations analogous to (4.12)-(4.16) are valid. 

6. Proof of "addition" theorems for g-linear grids 

In the case of g-linear grids, we can give a direct proof of (5.3) using the following 
version of the ^-binomial theorem. 

Lemma 6.1. Ifx = x(z) = Ciq~z and y = ^(s) = Ciq~s, then 
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Proof. For the g-linear lattice x = Ciq z, from the definition of the generalized power 
(2.5), one gets 

(n) n 

x(z) — X I s + 
n-l 

= YsCkxk(Z) (6.2) 
fc=0 

where Ck are some constants independent of x. Let us apply the operator S/Sx(z) to 
both sides of (6.2) m times. With the help of (2.6), 

r                   / 1 \ i (fi—rn) , x        /       n — m — 1 x   v       / 
x(z) - x Is + — 

Tfo)! 
7(n — m)! 

= J2ck 7(fc)7(* - 1) • • • 7(* - m + 1) ^-m(^). 
k=m 

Substituting x(^) = 0 (or z -> —oo when |g| < 1), 

Tfo)! 
7(n —m)!  [ 

O-X[5+ 
n — m — 1 

But from (2.5), 

/       n — m — 1\ 0-X{a + —2—). 

2 

(n—m) 

(n—7n) 

= 7(m)!cn 

(6.3) 

(6.4) 

2 
n—m—1 

n — m — 1 
71 —771—JL • 

=(-i)n"m n x(s+ 

/   i\n-m    /^   , n-m-l\ /      n-m-1 = (-irmx[s+—-—y.-x^s — 
(_l)n-m2/n-mj 

which gives 

^771   — 

7(n)! 
7(m)!7(n — m)! 

Combining (6.2) and (6.5), one gets (6.1). 

(-y)n-m. (6.5) 

□ 
We gave the proof of (6.1) in terms of generalized powers. Using (2.4) and (2.11), 

one can reduce (6.1) to a terminating form of the g-binomial theorem [9]. 

Theorem 6.2. Let 

and 

/      x      v^   £"     f / x        /       n-l 

00      en 
u(x) := u(x, 0) = y^ -7-^7 xn 

(»>) 

n=0 

where x = Ciq z andy = Ciq s. Then 

u(x,y) =u(x)u(—y). 

(6.6) 

(6.7) 

(6.8) 
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Proof. By (6.1) and (6.6)-(6.7), 
00     ^n      r / n-1 

(n) 

l^s „(k\\ z^^ 7(*)! ^0      ^m)!' 

= u(a:) u{-y) 

provided that all series converge. □ 

Relation (5.3) is equivalent to (6.8) when y -> —y. 

7. General case: product formula 

In this section, we shall give an alternative proof of the "addition" theorem (3.9) on 
the basis of a more general product formula for the functions (2.3). 

Lemma 7.1.  The following symmetry relation holds 

"   [*(*)-tt(s + ^)](fc)  [a(r)-a(t + n=3=i)]<"-*> 

fej 7(*)! 7(n-*)! 

"   [x{z) -X(t + k?)] W   [x{r) - x (S + ^i)] ("-fc) 

^0 7(fc)! 7(n-fc)! l     ^ 

on the general q-quadratic lattice (2.2). 

Proof Let us mention first of all that (7.1) is true in two symmetric cases, when t = s 
and z = r. If n — 1, one gets 

[a:(r) - «(*)] + [x(z) - z(s)] = [x(r) - x(s)] + [a:(z) - x(t)], 

which also is correct. 
Now we can prove (7.1) by induction. Denote the left-hand side of (7.1) as 

Ln(z) := Ln(z,r,s,t) 

_  "    [x^-x^ + ^W   [x(r)-x(t + ^)Yn-k) 

to 7(fc)! 7(n-*)! ' l     ^ 
By (2.6), 

5Ln(2) 
fa(z)  =£*-!(*). (7.3) 

Denote also the difference between the left-and the right-hand sides of (7.1) as 

Dn(z) := Ln(^, r, 5, t) - Ln{z, r, t, s) (7.4) 
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and suppose that Dn(z) = 0, which means that (7.1) holds for some positive integer 
number n by our assumption. Then, by (7.3), 

or, 

Dn+i(z) = C = constant, (7.6) 

because Dn+i(z) is a polynomial in x by definition. To find this constant, choose z = r 
when C = jDn+i(r) = 0. Thus, Dn+i = 0, which proves our lemma by induction.    □ 

We can derive now the following product formula. 

Theorem 7.2. Functions u(z, s) defined by (2.3) satisfy 

u(z, s) u(r, t) = u(z, t) u(r, s), (7.7) 

provided that all series converge. 

Proof. By (2.3) and (7.1), 

u(z, s) u(r, t) 

- [X{z) -x{s + *?)](fc)    ~ [xjr) - x (t + ^)] ^ 

"fro                    T(*)!                ^0
§ 7M! 

_ V ,n   y   W -«(*+¥)] (fe)    W - » (* + a=l=1)] ^"^ 
fro     & -rW ^"^ 
^,ra y N,)-x(t+^)3(fc)  [g(r)-x(a + i»=}=l)](w-fc) 

"fro      fro TW ^-fc)! 

- [xW - x (t + ^)](fc)   f, ^ [»(r) - x (, + V)](m) 

"fr5 tf*)! io -rM! 
= ^(2, t) u(r, s) 

where f = (-A/a)1/2. □ 

Corollary 7.3. The "addition" theorem (3.9) is a special case of the product formula 
(7.7). 

Proof. To get (3.9) from (7.7), choose r = t = zo where q~Zo = i^/jl and /z = C2/C1: 

u(z, s) u(zo, ZQ) = u(z, ZQ) u(zo, s). (7.8) 
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But from (2.17), 

«(«,2b) = ml g ;?. ^172—I 

(7.9) 

u(ab,*) = 2Vil q ;«, ^172 I 

AX1/2   ^        /-M?2+2s,-?2-2VM    2     AdCaq-g)2^ 
■-J *W2V1^ g3 !?• ^172 J. 

(7.10) 

and 

, x M       2 ACiC2(l-g)2 

u(*o,*o) = 1^01 _; 9 > ^172  

(-aW-qyq-WX/arf)^ 
(7.11) 

We have used the ^-binomial theorem when |CiC2(l - gr)2^  1/2A/cr| < 1. Comparing 
(2.17), (3.1), (3.5), and (7.9)-(7.11), one gets (3.9) from (7.8). □ 

On the other hand, it is easy to check that (7.7) follows from (7.8). Therefore, the 
product formula (7.7) and the "addition" theorem (7.8) are really equivalent. 

Corollary 7.4. Relations (7.8)-(7.11) give us the analytic continuation of the func- 
tions (2.17). 

Proof Indeed, both sides of (7.8) are well-defined when [CiC^l - ^)2^"1/2A/cr| < 1. 
But the analytic continuation of the 2^is on the right side into a larger domain is easy 
to determine (see [9]). For example, 

2>pi I ; Q , C I 

(-/V^C-^CWL      / C,<zC \ 
 fec^ ^ -/V+2*c,-*1-2wq'q    (7,12) 
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{-q-^/li, -q^/n, -m1+2zC, -g^VMC^L 

***[        MV+4*        5g,TJ 

(q,iJ.2qiz,C,q/<;;q2)oo 

V/i2 c X2^ ,'      a Sfl'.VI (7-13) 

and 

-/i^2*, -g
2-27^   2 , 

2V1I 3 ; q , C 

(-A^C-^C/^L    /       c, gc \ 
 W^¥JZ 2¥'2V-M

2+2^,-q2->Wq'q) (7-14) 

(_gl-2V/,) -g2-2VAf! _Mg2+2ZC> _g-2V/iC.g2)oo 

(g3)g-4,/M2)C)g/C.g2)oo 

X2^(   ^v^   ;9'TJ 
(-pgl+2', -M2+2,; -qi-2z</lit _Mg2VC;g2)oo 

+ (g3,M2^.C,?/C;g2)oo 

'-q1-2'/H,-q-2'/n    2   g
2 

X2^( 2_4'   2      ;<?2,^) (7-15) 

where C = CiC^Cl - q)2q-1/2X/a. □ 

Equations (7.8), (7.13), and (7.15) also determine the asymptotic behavior of the 
functions (2.17) for large values of their arguments. 

Remark 7.1. According to (2.4), 

7(n)! = <r"("-1)/4 ^p (7-16) 

and 

TM! _       (n-k)k/2 (g; g)n /_i^^(n+l)fc/2  (g   n^)fc (7 17^ 
7(*)!7(n-*)!      ^ (g;g)fc(g;g)n-fc      

l     ,q (q',qh   '      l *    } 
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Therefore, for the general g-quadratic lattice (2.2), relation (7.1) can be rewritten as 
the following sum of g-shifted factorials: 

Q 
-nt  \^(_<i\k    (t-s+(n+l)/2)fc  fa   "'i^k (7 ION 

U ) ^ {   j 

X (g*-r-(»-fc-l)/2j /igt+r-(„_fc-l)/2.g
,\ 

\ / n—k 

_ g-ns  V7_l)* g(fl-t+(n+l)/2)fc  fa"n^)fc (7B19\ 

^^ fa; 9)fc 

x^t-z-(fc-l)/2jWZt+*-(fc-l)/2;^ 

x  ^-r-(n-fc-l)/25  Ma+r-(n-*-l)/2;^ ^ 
V /n—k 

Here/i = C2/Ci. 

8. Linear grid: addition theorem 

In the case of the linear lattice, x{z) — z, the function (2.3) has the simple form 

u{z, s) = u(z — s) (8.1) 

where 

n=0 x / n 

fl/2 + z, 1/2-z      a2\ 
= 2Fl[ 1/2 ;"T) 

fl + z, 1-z     a2\ 
+ a*2iH       3/2       ;-Tj- 

Here (a)n = a(a + 1) • • • (a + n — 1) = r(a + n)/r(a) and 2-Fi is the hypergeometric 
function. 

The general product formula (7.7) takes the form 

u(z - s) u(r - t) = ^(z - t) u(r — s). (8.3) 

Also, 
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Therefore, for the function 

e(z) := u(z)/u(0) (8.5) 

'1/2 +z, 1/2-z      a2\ -i^r 2Fl {        1/2       ; "T 

il + z,l-z      a2 

+ az2Fi 
3/2       '      4 

the product formula (8.3) has the form of the usual addition theorem, 

e(z + s) = e(z)e(s). (8.6) 

But the only measurable solution of this functional equation is exp(/3z): so 

e(z) = eP*. (8.7) 

To find the value of the constant /?, one can choose z = 1/2 which gives 

^ = 21ogf(l + ^)1/2 + |V (8.8) 

Thus, 

e(z):=e(z;a)=Ul + ^pj1/2 + fj   . (8.9) 

The direct transformation of (8.5) to (8.9) can be done with the help of the relations 
(15.1.16) and (15.1.18) of [1]. Therefore, the "difference" exponential function (8.5) 
coincides with the classical exponential function. 

Changing a = iw in (8.5) and (8.9), we get 

/ /        u>/2        \\      A     u;2\1/2    ^  (1/2 + z, 1/2-z   ^ 
cos ^ arctan [{1_j2/4)1/2)) = ^ " T)      ^ ^ ^ ; Tj 

(8.10) 

and 
.    / / u/2 \\      A      a;2\1/2 /l + z,l-z   ^ 

sm ^ arctan ^    _a)2/4)1/2)) = [l " T)      "^i (^       3/2       5 T 

(8.11) 

as "diflFerence" analogs of cosa;z and sina;z. Addition formulas (1.15)-(1.16) hold. 

9. Application: continuous g-Hermite polynomials 

Let us introduce the following polynomials Hn(x,y\q) in two variables, 

ff2»(x,y|«) = (-l)"^)» (9.1) 

. / ,-«, _,-», _gl/2e«+iV) _ql/2ei8-iVt _q\l1eiv-iB^ _ql/2e-ie-^ \ 

V -9, ?1/2> -91/2, 0, 0 ) 
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and 

H2n+1 (x, y\q) = (-l)n 2 (9;
2^)n (cos 0 + cos <p) (9.2) 

/g-n, -g-n, -gcw+^, -gc^"^, -ge^"^, -qe-*-* A 

V -^ ^3/2
) -^

/2
5 o, 0 ) 

with a; = cos 6 and y = cos <£, as an extension of the continuous g-Hermite polynomials 
Hn(x\q) (see, for example, [5, 9]). One can see that 

Hn{x,0\q) = Hn(x\q), (9.3) 

and we may interpret Hn(x, y\q) as a q-version of the Hermite polynomials Hn(x + y) 
with the shifted argument. 

It is easy to see that the ^-exponential function (3.1) is a generating function for 
the polynomials Hn(x,y\q). 

Theorem 9.1.  We have 

Yl 7TT an Hn^ y^ = ^a2; q2>>00 £q^ y; ^ ^'^ 
n=0 ^' ^n 

oo        n2/4 

= (^2; Q2)oc T 7—T- z-™* (-q^-^e^0, -«z(i-»)/V*-"; g)    an. 

Proof. Substitute (9.1) and (9.2) into the left side of (9.4) and interchange the order 
of summation with the help of [9, 1.12 and 11.2]. As a result, we get the right side of 
(9.4) due to (3.1). □ 

Corollary 9.2.  The continuous q-Hermite polynomials have the generating relation 
00       n2/4 

J2 J—^ an H^\Q) = (^2; <72)oo eq(x; a). (9.5) 
n=0 W» Qh 

Proof. Lety = 0 in (9.4). □ 

See also [10]. Relation (9.5) is a q-version of the generating function 
00       n 
J2^Hn(x) = e^-a 2 (9.6) 
n=0 

for the Hermite polynomials [17, 19]. The limit q ->- 1~ is obvious if we rewrite the 
right side of (9.5) as £q(x, a)Eq2(-qa2) where Eq(z) is one of Jackson's ^-exponential 
functions defined by [9, II.2]. 

Corollary 9.3. 

 w; q)n 

k=0 
Hn(x,y\q) = E (-1)fc ,*   aw \ g*^--1) (9.7) £^ (92;92)fc(9;9)n-2*: y 

xe-i(n-2fc)v)   {_q(l-n+2k)/2eiV+ie^ _q(l-n+2k)/2ei<p-i0     \ 
V ' '    Jn-2k' 
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Proof. By [9, II.2], 

.22. „Hk-i) (_a2y 

^^-"S-^; (9.8) 

Using (9.8) in the right side of (9.4) and equating coefficients of an on both sides, one 
gets (9.7). □ 

Relation (9.7) is clearly an extension of 

[n/2]     .    uk   . 

see [17, 19].  Also, the following extension of equation (4) from section 110 of [17] 
holds. 

Corollary 9.4. 

/    g(l-n)/2ci^H«j _g(l-n)/2c<v>-iO     g-in*. (99) 

Proo/. Multiply both sides of (9.4) by 

~ a2fc l 

S (^^ = (*2;<72)°° (9'10) 

(see [9, II.l]) and equate coefficients of an. O 

Corollary 9.5. Polynomials H^x^ylq) have the difference-differentiation formulas 

5Hn(x,y\q) __ ggn(a;,y|g) ,g 11. 

= 2ql1-»V*±f£Hn-1(x,y\q). 1-q 

Proof. Apply operators S/5x and S/5y to the both sides of (9.4) using (3.8) and 
compare coefficients of an. □ 

The  "addition"  formula (3.9) gives us the ability to express the polynomials 
Hn(x,y\q) in terms of the continuous g-Hermite polynomials Hn(x\q). 

Theorem 9.6. 

*■<"■*> ■ § (*«■).(.£&,)--» *«—+"<"-">" w 
x Hm(x\q) Hn-.m-2k(.y\q)' 
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Proof. Due to (9.4)-(9.5) and (3.9), 

Y^ /     x   <xn Hn(x,y\q) = (qa2^2)^ £q(x;a) £q(y\a) 
n=0  W'^n 

00       nZk nk       oo      nm2/4 

We have used (9.10) with a -> aq1/2. By equating coefhcients of an on both sides, 
we obtain (9.12). □ 

Using the decomposition (9.12) for Hn(x, y\q), one can give a direct proof of (9.11) 
by applying the difference-differentiation formula for the continuous g-Hermite poly- 
nomials Hn(x\q). Polynomials Hn(x,y\q) deserve more detailed consideration. 
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